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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for an integer matrix A to have an 
integer LU factorization, that is, a factorization A = LU where L and U are integer 
lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively. The possibilities of computing such 
factorizations with integer Gaussian elimination are discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Gaussian elimination may be used to obtain an LU factorization of any 
rectangular matrix A over a field provided that one interchanges rows and 
columns of A to obtain nonzero pivots. Thus one actually obtains an LU 
factorization of PAQ for some permutation matrices P and Q. Under what 
conditions will a matrix have an LU factorization if such permutation matrices 
are not used? In [3] the authors considered n x n matrices A over the 
complex field, and gave necessary and sufficient range type conditions for A to 
be factored as LU, with all diagonal entries of U equal to 1. We generalize this 
result to matrices over the integers. 
In [l] we considered m x n integer matrices A where rank A = r and the 
first r leading principal minors of A are nonzero. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions on the pivots were given for A to have various types of integer LDU 
factorizations, and a modification of Gaussian elimination was presented 
for finding such factorizations when they exist. An algorithm was also 
given for ordering the vertices of a tree with a loop at its root so that its 
adjacency matrix has an integer LU factorization. In [2] we proved that in 
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general for the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph G, the vertices of G may 
be ordered so that adj G = LDLt, where all diagonal blocks of D are 2 x 2. 
Furthermore, if G is a tree, this factorization may be done with integer 
entries. 
In this paper A will denote an ra x n integer matrix, while L and U will 
denote lower and upper triangular (square) integer matrices, respectively. We 
shall obtain conditions for integer matrices analogous to those given in [3] and 
also broaden the types of factorizations. Our results generalize the conditions 
of [l]. Implications for Gaussian elimination are considered, and here, to some 
extent, we are able to work around the “zero pivots.” 
We note that not every 
factorization. For example, 
square integer matrix has an integer LU 
does not. In fact, there are no permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ 
has an integer LU factorization (try solving for L and U). Note that A does 
have an LU factorization, as for example 
2. DEFINITIONS 
If A = LU where L and U are integer lower and upper-triangular matri- 
ces, respectively, then this factorization is called an integer LU factorization of 
A. A left (right) unit integer LU factorization of A is an integer LU factoriza- 
tion A = LU where all diagonal entries of L(U) equal 1. If A = LDU where 
D is a diagonal integer matrix and the diagonal entries of both the integer 
triangular matrices L and U equal 1, then this factorization is called a unit 
integer LDU factorization of A. 
Range and row spaces play an important role in the development. For an 
s x q integer matrix B, define the integral range of B, IntR(B), by IntR(B) = 
{ Bx ( x is an integer q-vector), and the integral row space of B, IntRS( B), by 
IntRS( B) = ( y’B ] y is an integer s-vector}. Now, for an n x n integer matrix 
A, let 
A= ) k=l,..., n-l, where Ak is k x k. 
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We say A is integrally column nested if IntR(Ck) E IntR( Ak) for all k = 
1 , n - 1. Next, we say A is integrally row nested if IntRS( Bk) G IntRS( Ak) 
for g;l k = 1,. . . , n - 1. So A is integrally column nested if and only if A’ 
is integrally row nested. Finally, we say A is integrally nested if A is 
both integrally row and column nested. (For matrices over a field, nestedness 
is defined in a forthcoming book by Robert Hartwig. In making our definitions 
for integral matrices, we borrow his terminology.) For example, 
i 2 71 0 1 2 51 
is integrally column nested but not integrally row nested, while 
is integrally nested. 
Let a! and p be increasing sequences on { 1, . . . , n}. By A[o ] fl] we mean 
the submatrix of A contained in rows a! and columns 0. We now give an 
equivalent characterization of column nestedness which is useful for construc- 
tion or checking of examples. It is also used in the proof of Theorem 1. The 
corresponding characterization of row nestedness should be clear. 
LEMMA 0. Let A be an n x n integer matrix. Then A is integrally column 
nestedifandonlyifA[l,...,k)k+ l]EIntR(Ak)foraZlk= l,...,n- 1. 
Proof. Since A[l, . . . , k 1 k + l] is the first column of Ck, the necessity is 
immediate. For sufficiency we use induction on j = 1, . . . , n - 1 to prove the 
implication 
S[j] : A[l, . . . , k]k+l]EIntR(Ak) for k=n-j,...,n-1 implies 
IntR(Ck) c IntR( Ak) for k = n - j, . . . , n - 1. 
S[l] is clear, since A[l, . . . , n - 11 n] = C,_,. Now suppose that S[j] is true 
and that A[l, . . . , k ( k + l] E IntR( Ak) for k = n - j - 1, . . . , n - 1. Parti- 
tion C,-j-1 as Cn_j_i =(r,C*), where x=A[l,...,n-j- l]n-j] is 
the first column of C,_,_r and C* denotes the remaining columns. Note 
that C* may be obtained by deleting the last row of C,,, and (A,,_, 1 x) 
may be obtained by deleting the last row of A,_j. Thus IntR(C,_j) G 
IntR( A,_j) implies that IntR(C*) E IntR(( A,_,_i ( r)), which, together with 
r E IntR( A,,_ i), implies that 
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IntR( C,,-j-i) = IntR( (x ] C*)) E IntR( A,_j_l). 
That is, S[j] implies S[j + 11. n 
3. RESULTS 
The following two lemmas give the key ideas needed for our main results. 
LEMMA 1. lf B, H, K are integer matrices with K unimodular (det 
K= + l), and B = HK, then IntR( B) = It&(H). 
Proof. It is clear that IntR(B) E IntR(H). On the other hand, with r 
integral, HX = BlC’r, and K-‘r is integral, since K-’ is. So IntR(H) c 
IntR( B). n 
As in the definitions, Ak denotes the upper left k x k submatrix of A. 
LEMMA 2. An n x n integer matrix A has a right unit integer LUfactoriza- 
tion if and only if A,_ 1 has a right unit integer LU factorization and A[l, . . . , 
n - 1) n] E IntR( A,_,). 
Proof. We partition 
where A,_, is (n - 1) x ( n - 1). First, assume A has a right unit integer LU 
factorization, and partition L, U conformably to A so that 
where L,, VI are (n - 1) x (n - 1). Then A,_, = L,U, is a right unit integer 
LU factorization of A,_, and C,_, = L,U,, so that A[l, . . . , n - 1 ( 
n] E IntR( L,). Since U, is unimodular, we have from Lemma 1 that 
IntR( L,) = IntR( A,_,) and so A[l, . . . , n - 1) n] E IntR( A,_,). 
Conversely, suppose A,,_ 1 has a right unit integer LU factorization, 
say A,_, = L,U,, and A[l, . . . , n - 1) n] eIntR( A,_1), so that A[l, . . . , 
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n - 1 ] n] = A,_, x for some integer vector r. Then, with A[l, . . . , n - 
l] n] = C,_, and U,x = Ua, we get C,_, = L,U,. Letting L, = B,_,U;‘, we 
have that ,!,a is integral, since UC’ is. Set L, = an,, - La&. Then with 
L and U are lower and upper triangular n x n integer matrices, respectively. 
Also, U has a unit diagonal. Finally, it is straightforward that A = LU. n 
THEOREM 1. An n x n integer matrix A has a right unit integer LU 
factorization if und only if A is integrally column nested. 
Proof. Assume A has a right unit integer LU factorization. From Lemma 
2, A,_, has a right unit integer LU factorization and A[l, . . . , n - 1 ) n] E 
IntR( A,_,). Then applying Lemma 2 to A,_1, we see that A,_, has a right 
unit integer LU-factorization and A[l, . . , n - 2 1 n - l] E IntR( A,_,). The 
process continues until we get A[1 ) 21 E IntR( A,). 
Conversely, assume A is integrally column nested. Now A, = a,, . 1 and 
A[1 121 E IntR( A,) imply by Lemma 2 that A, has a right unit integer LU 
factorization. Then with A[l, 2 131 E IntR( A,) we have that A, has a right unit 
integer LU factorization. The process repeats until we get a right unit integer 
LU-factorization for A. H 
COROLLARY 1. An n x n integer matrix A has a left unit integer LU 
factorization if and only if A is integrally row nested. 
Proof. A has a left unit integer LU factorization o At has a right unit 
integer LU factorization H At is integrally column nested e) A is integrally 
row nested. n 
COROLLARY &. An n x n integer matrix A has a unit integer LDU factor- 
ization if and only if A is integrally nested. 
Proof. Assume A = LDU is a unit integer LDU factorization. Then we 
can write A = (LD)U and A = L(DU), so that A is integrally column and 
row nested, respectively. 
Conversely, suppose A is both integrally column and row nested. Then 
from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we get right and left unit integer LU 
factorizations A = LU, A = L,U,, respectively. So L;‘L = UrU-’ with the 
left (right) side being lower (upper) triangular. Hence L;lL = D for some 
diagonal matrix D. Now D is integral, since L;’ is. Then we have L = L, D, 
and so A = L,DU is a unit integer LDU factorization. n 
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Of special interest is the case where rank A = r and A, is nonsingular. 
Recall the partition 
A= 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n x n integer muttix, rank A = r, and suppose 
A, is noting&r. Then A has a right unit integer LU factorization if and only 
if A, is integrally column nested and lntR(C,) c lntR( A,.). 
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 2. If A has a 
right unit integer LU factorization, partition L and U conformably to A so 
that 
where L,, U, are r x r. Then A, = L,tJ, is a right unit integer LU factoriza- 
tion of A, (and so A, is integrally column nested) and C, = L,U,, so that 
IntR(C,.) C IntR( L,) = IntR( A,). 
In the converse, say A,. = L,U, is a right unit integer LU factorization and 
C, = A,N for some integer matrix N. Then with U,N = U, we get C, = L,U,. 
Letting L, = B,U;’ and L, = D, - L,U,, we have that 
is a right unit integer LU factorization, since L, = 0. This follows from 
r = rank A = rank L, since U is nonsingular, and also rank L, = r. n 
The conditions in Theorem 2 can be phrased equivalently as 
(i) A[l, . . . , klk+ l]eIntR(Ak)for k= l,...,r- I,and 
(ii) A[l, . . . , r]j]eIntR(A,)for r<j<n. 
The following corollary of Theorem 2 is easy to establish, and we omit the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be an n x n integer matrix, rank A = r, and suppose 
A, is twnsinguhr. Then 
(i) A has a & unit integer LU factorization if and only if A,. is integrally 
row nested and lntRS( B,) c IntRS( A,.), and 
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(ii) A has a unit integer LDU factorization if and only if A,. is integrally 
nested, IntR(C,) G lntR( A,.), and IntRS( B,) E IntRS( A,.). 
When the first r leading principal minors of A are nonzero, we show that 
the conditions in Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 are equivalent to the divisibility 
conditions for the pivots as given in [l]. Let A be n x n integral, rank A = r, 
and suppose the first r leading principal minors of A are nonzero. Suppose in 
the modified (see [l]) G aussian elimination we have the pivots s,,, . . . , s,._~. 
Each Sk is the (1,l) entry of the matrix Sk, the kth Schur complement of Ak 
(where S, = A). In [l] it was shown that under these conditions a modified 
Gaussian elimination would produce an integer LDU factorization provided 
that each Sk could be factored as Sk = pkqk, where pk divides the entries in 
the first row of Sk, and qk divides the entries in the first column of Sk. In this 
case it is possible to subtract integer multiples of the first row from later rows 
of Sk to effect the elimination. The factorization is normalized in some sense 
by moving any common factor of a row of U or a column of L to the 
corresponding position o,i the diagonal of D. 
Now, from [l], Sk divides every entry in the first row of Sk for all k if and 
only if we can factor A = LDU over the integers, where L is n x r lower 
triangular, D is r x r diagonal, and U is r x n upper triangular with all 
diagonal entries of U equal to 1. But it is routine to show that this latter 
condition is equivalent to A having a right unit integer LU factorization (L 
and U square). Thus 
(a) A is integrally column nested o for k = 0, . . . , r - 1, Sk divides 
every entry in the first row of Sk. 
Similarly, 
(b) A is integrally row nested o for k = 0, . . . , r - 1, Sk divides every 
entry in the first COhmn Of Sk; 
(c) A is integrally nested ti for k = 0, . . . , r - 1, Sk divides every entry 
in the first row and first column of Sk. 
We next look at a more general connection with Gaussian elimination. Let 
A be n x n integral and integrally nested (no assumption on the leading 
principal minors). We indicate how we can sweep down and across using 
integer Type III operations to reduce A to a diagonal matrix. For suppose 
A = LDU with all Iii = uii = 1. Then 
A=LDU= (:: q(: q; :J 
4 4R 
= dlC d&R + L,D,U, 
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In step 1 of Gaussian elimination we take 
c = $A[2,. . *, nlll 
if ai, # 0; otherwise C is a column of n - 1 zeros. Now 
and L,D,U, is integrally nested! The process continues, and we can complete 
the reduction using integer Gaussian elimination. 
One can check that the following matrix A is integrally nested. We 
illustrate integer Gaussian elimination on A: 
1 -3 -1 -2 -5 
0 
+o I 7 7 7 21 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 -1 
0 0 0 -1 -27 
Note that when we encounter a zero diagonal entry, all other entries to the 
right of and below this diagonal entry are zero. Since A is both row and 
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column nested, no operations are required in this third step. Thus the 
illustration shows only steps 1, 2, and 4 of the elimination. (If A had only been 
integrally row nested, then there could be nonzero entries in the end of row 3 
at the beginning of the third step of the elimination. A factorization of A 
might require that we subtract multiples of this row from later rows, but it 
would not be clear what multiples to use.) Furthermore, since row operations 
do not change the dependence relations on the columns of a matrix, T is 
integrally column nested (T is also integrally row nested). Using integer 
operations we can then zero out across the columns to reduce T to a diagonal 
matrix. We can of course record the integer operations used in these sweeps 
to produce the integer matrices L and U. The converse also holds, i.e., if we 
can sweep down and across using Type III integer operations to obtain a 
diagonal matrix, then A = LDU, so that A is integrally nested. 
Integer LU factorizations, when they exist, may or may not be unique. 
Consider 
A= (Y :) = (Y s)(:, 7) and B= (i i) = (i i)(i :), 
where s is any integer. The matrix A has an infinite number of right unit 
integer LU factorizations, but the right unit LU factorization of B is unique. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the n x n integer matrix A has a right unit integer 
LU factorization A = LU. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) U is unique, 
(2) L and U are both unique, 
(3) all proper leading principal minors of A are nonzero. 
Proof. If U is unique, then L = AU-‘, so (1) and (2) are equivalent. If all 
proper leading principal minors of A are nonzero, then the pivots in Gaussian 
elimination are nonzero and this process uniquely determines 1, and U. Now 
assume L and U are unique, i.e., A has exactly one right unit integer LU 
factorization, say A = LU. So we have a right unit integer LU factorization 
A n-1 = L,_,U,_,. Partition 
A= ( A;-1 a;n). 
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Take any integer vector V such that L,_,V = C (there is at least one such V, 
since A = LU). Determine the integer row vector Y by Y = RU;_r,, so that 
YU,,_, = R. Set 1 = a,,” - YV. Then 
(“y’ ;)(‘;’ ;) = jA;’ arn) =A. 
Thus, from the uniqueness of L and U, the system L,_ 1 X = C has a 
unique integral solution vector. Then N( L,_ r), the null space of L,_ 1, has 
only 0 as an integral solution. So N( L,_ J has only 0 as a rational solution 
vector, and L,_, is invertible as a rational matrix. Hence, A,_, = L,_,U,_, 
is invertible and det A,_, # 0. 
Now suppose we have another right unit integer LU factorization A,_, = 
L’,_,UA_,. Then L,_,U,_, = L’,_,UA_,, or 
u,_,(u;-I)-’ = L&L’,_,, 
which is both upper and lower triangular and hence diagonal. Since the left 
side has l’s on the diagonal, each side equals I,_,. So 
zJ,_, = q-1 and L,_, = L’,_,, 
i.e., A,_, has a unique right unit integer LU factorization. 
In the same way we can next show that det A,_, + 0 and that A,_, has a 
unique right unit integer LU factorization. We can continue until we get all 
proper leading principal minors of A nonzero. n 
It should be clear that Theorem 3 holds only when A does in fact have a 
right unit integer LU factorization. In general, that all proper leading principal 
minors of A are nonzero does not imply that A has a right unit integer LU 
factorization, as for example 
has no such factorization. The following corollary gives an interesting result. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose the n x n integer matrix A has a right unit integer 
LU factorization. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A has a unique right unit integer LU-factorization. 
(ii) All proper leading principal mirwrs of A are mmzero. 
(iii) A has a unique right unit LU factorization over the complex filed. 
Proof (i) ++ (ii) holds from Theorem 3. 
(ii) e, (iii) follows from Theorem 4 in [3]. 
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Similar statements hold for left unit integer LU factorizations and unit 
integer LDU factorizations. As a result, when A has both left and right 
unit integer LU factorizations, the left type is unique exactly when the 
right type is unique. 
4. OPEN QUESTIONS 
The propositions of this paper carry over easily to matrices whose entries 
are polynomials over a field. In fact some of the results hold for matrices over 
an integral domain. Other results of this paper and the papers [l] and [2] may 
only be true for matrices over a unique factorization domain or Euclidean 
ring. This situation is to be cleared up in a later paper. 
Another issue concerns would-be pivots with a zero value. In this case it is 
not clear how to proceed with a modified elimination. Consider for example 
0 1 1 
A= 0 3 3. 
( :I 0 4 5 
If one starts the elimination by subtracting the first row from the other two 
rows. then one obtains 
and the elimination cannot proceed over the integers. However, if the elimina- 
tion is started by subtracting twice the first row from the other two rows, then 
one obtains 
and the elimination can proceed to obtain a left unit factorization of A. At the 
first step of the elimination process one can in fact peer into the lower right 
hand 2 x 2 block of this example and find several successful strategies. 
However, if the block were larger, it is not clear whether any of these 
strategies would be successful. We can thus state several questions related to 
such issues. 
(1) Is there an efficient method for finding the factors L and U for a 
singular integer matrix A which is integrally row or column nested, but is not 
integrally nested? 
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(2) Is there an efficient method to determine whether or not there are 
permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is integrally nested? 
(3) Let A = LDV be a unit integer LU factorization of an n x n integer 
matrix A, and let b be a vector of n integers. Then Ax = b has an inte- 
ger solution if and only if Dy = L-lb has an integer solution. If A = LV is a 
left unit factorization, then Ax = b has an integer solution if and only if L-lb 
belongs to the integer range of V. If A = LV is a right unit factorization, 
then Ax = b has an integer solution if and only if Ly = b has an integer 
solution. When the leading principal minors of A are nonzero, then the 
modified Gaussian elimination of [l] is a much simpler algorithm than 
the algorithm for finding the Smith canonical form of A and its associ- 
ated factorization A = PSQ where P and Q are unimodular and S is diag- 
onal. Also, solving Ax = b using the factorization A = LDV is much easier 
than using the factorization A = PSQ. This leads to another version of ques- 
tion (l), namely whether there is a more efficient method for solving a 
consistent system Ax = b for a singular integer matrix A which is integrally 
row or column nested, but is not integrally nested. 
(4) Let A be an m x n matrix over a field. Then we can factor A as LrIV 
where L is m x m lower triangular nonsingular, V is n x n upper triangular 
nonsingular, and II is an m x n 0,l matrix with at most one 1 in any row or 
column. (This factorization is sometimes called a Bruhat decomposition and is 
generally not unique.) We can do this by sweeping down and then across, and 
lastly scaling to get the l’s in II. Under what conditions can we obtain an 
analogous decomposition for an integer m x n matrix A? 
The authors thank the referees for valuable comments. 
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